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1. ABOUT THIS POLICY
Challengers recognises that children and young people who attend our schemes may
require us to administer medicines. This policy will:
• Give instruction to staff how to receive, record, store and administer medicines to
children and young people who require medication while they are at Challengers.
• Make sure parents and carers have clear instructions and understand their role in
supporting the policy.
• Support staff with guidance about safe behaviour and ‘human factors’ while
managing this high-risk activity safely for children and young people.

2. TRAINING
•
•

•
•

Challengers employ a Registered Nurse to train staff and provide advice and support
to staff members working with children and young people.
Medicines may only be administered by a trained member of Challengers staff who
has completed the nurse lead Medication Administration course and been signed off
by the Challengers Nurse as competent to practice.
Staff trained will refresh Medication Administration course once a year. Without an up
to date refresher course staff cannot administer medication.
Medication Administration training will cover all aspects of this policy as well as
respond to the different needs of staff/schemes/children.

3. PARENT AND CARERS ROLE
If any aspects of this policy are not met Challengers will not accept the medication or
the child/young person on to the scheme.

Information
All information about medicine administration must be done with the ‘Designated Medication
Person’ at each Challengers scheme. If necessary, the Leader will direct the parent/carer to
the Designated Medication Person.
For every child and young person who needs medication while at Challengers a medication
administration record (OPS014D Challengers Parental Agreement for Challengers to
Administer Medication and Administration Record), recording parental consent to give
medicine, instructions how to administer and every dose of medication given (and not given)
must be completed.
Parents must provide clear information about their son or daughter’s medical requirements
whilst he or she is attending a Challengers scheme.
Parent/carers must inform Challengers immediately of any changes relating to the
medication, care or medical condition of their child particularly those which may have a direct
effect on the child’s health using:
•

OPS015 Challengers Children and Young Peoples Information Sheet or;
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•

OPS014D Challengers Parental Agreement for Challengers to Administer Medication
and Administration Record.

Bringing medication to Challengers
Instructions on OPS014D Challengers Parental Agreement for Challengers to Administer
Medication and Administration Record must match the pharmacy label.
Medicines brought to Challengers must be handed in to the ‘Designated Medication Person’
- they will be stored in the ‘Designated Medication Area’ locked and away from children and
young people.
Medicines brought into the scheme must be:
•
•
•
•
•

in an original container with a pharmacy label;
with the name of the child;
the name and dose of the medicines;
the time and dosage to be administered;
where practicable, only the tablets/medication to be administered whilst in
Challengers care on any given day should be brought to the centre.

Challengers staff are not permitted to accept medication in an old container or a container on
which the label has been altered or when the medicine is passed its expiry date.

Household medicines
‘Household’ medications (antiseptic or antihistamine creams etc.) must be prescribed by a
prescribing nurse or doctor. The only exception is paracetamol.
Paracetamol will be accepted on scheme and the designated medication person can
administer this if they have clear information about last dose and total doses in 24 hours
(Only a total of 4 doses can be given in any 24-hour period), and there is a clear reason why
the paracetamol is required. If a child or young person requires regular paracetamol, this
must be prescribed.
All these medications must be labelled with the child’s name and a OPS014D Challengers
Parental Agreement for Challengers to Administer Medication and Administration Record
used. Before administration it must be established when the last dose was given and how
many doses have been given in the last 24 hours. This is to ensure the maximum dosage is
not exceeded.
A child will not be accepted onto the scheme if they do not attend with the correct medication
as it appears on the OPS014D Challengers Parental Agreement for Challengers to
Administer Medication and Administration Record.

Emergency medication
If a child or young person needs to use emergency medication, they must have an
‘emergency care plan/protocol’ that describes and instructs staff how and when to use the
medication. This plan/protocol must be no older than 2 years.
A child or young person will not be accepted onto the scheme if they do not attend with their
emergency medication and plan.
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Changing the form of or mixing the medication
We know it is helpful sometimes to crush medication or disguise medication in food or drink
in order to encourage children to take them. This, however, can alter how the drug works. If
we are asked to alter the form of the drug (eg crush a tablet or empty a capsule) Challengers
must have a doctor’s letter to describe this.

All medication will be prepared and administered overtly – staff are not permitted to ‘hide’
medication (For example, in food)
We also need doctor’s permissions if we are to mix more than one drug together, to ensure
they are compatible.

4. DOCUMENTATION – INFORMATION STAFF
NEED
Every step of the process must be recorded accurately, clearly and legibly.
Medication can only be administered if staff have a completed OPS014D Challengers
Parental Agreement for Challengers to Administer Medication and Administration Record
signed by the parent/carer. This should be completed in the presence of the parent
OPS014D Challengers Parental Agreement for Challengers to Administer Medication and
Administration Record is renewed termly or sooner if there are changes.
All old child/young person care and medicine information will be returned to Operations
Office Team with scheme administration in a timely manner but at least at the end of every
month.

Changes to instructions or consent
Making changes to the OPS014D Challengers Parental Agreement for Challengers to
Administer Medication and Administration Record – any alterations to instructions must
trigger a new form. Old forms must not be used and need to be marked as ‘old’, signed and
dated and archived.

Emergency medication
If a child or young person needs to use emergency medication, they must have an
‘emergency care plan/protocol’ that describes and instructs staff how and when to use the
medication. This plan/protocol must be no older than 2 years.

5. DESIGNATED MEDICATION PERSON
At every session there will be a Designated Medication Person to be responsible for all
aspects of medication administration for the entire session – this will be recorded on the
OPS028 Challengers Order of the Day Planner.
The Designated Medication Person must make themselves known to children, families and
the staff team at sign in and team briefing.
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The Designated Medication Person must have completed ‘Medication Administration’ course
and be signed off by the Challengers Nurse.

6. SIGNING IN AND OUT THE MEDICATION
The Designated Medication Person will sign in and out all medication.
OPS014D Challengers Parental Agreement for Challengers to Administer Medication and
Administration Record must be completed for every child/young person if they require any
medication while they are at Challengers.
Designated Medication Person must use an existing OPS014D Challengers Parental
Agreement for Challengers to Administer Medication and Administration Record or complete
a new form if necessary. Every medicine must have a pharmacy label apart from
paracetamol.

Emergency medication
If a child or young person needs to use emergency medication, they must have an
‘emergency care plan/protocol’ that describes and instructs staff how and when to use the
medication. This plan/protocol must be no older than 2 years as well as OPS014D
Challengers Parental Agreement for Challengers to Administer Medication and
Administration Record.
A child or young person will not be accepted onto the scheme if they do not attend with their
emergency medication and plan.

Check the pharmacy label
•

The pharmacy label must have the exact same information as the OPS014D Challengers
Parental Agreement for Challengers to Administer Medication and Administration
Record.

Medication will be refused if this is not true.

Check the 5 R’s (plus E) at sign in
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

RIGHT MEDICATION – name of medication;
RIGHT PERSON – person’s name and correctly identified;
RIGHT DOSE – the dose and quantity match;
RIGHT TIME – when to give it;
RIGHT ROUTE – how to give;
EXPIRY – check medication is within expiry date.

Medication must not be given if this is not true or completed.

Additional checks when signing in
Liquids, drops, ointments and cream medications - may have expiry dates based on how
long they have been opened. A date of opening must be handwritten on all liquid
medications that have been opened. Challengers staff should hand write on the pharmacy
label when they open any liquid medications.
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If Buccal Midazolam comes in the Pre-filled syringes under the brand name Buccolam, these
come in separate tubes. Each separate tube must;
•
•
•

Have a pharmacy label on it
Have the external tamper seal intact and therefore internal syringe has not been
tampered with.
Have details of expiry date

Medication will be stored in the Designated Medication Area if safe to do so. If another safe
storage area needs to be set up this must be recorded in the scheme risk assessment.
All medication must be stored in a locked container and inaccessible to children and young
people. This will be described in the scheme risk assessment.
All staff must know where the medication is stored on scheme so that emergency medication
can be brought to the child/young person or the Designated Medication Person.

Storage of medication on trips.
The Designated Medication Person will keep all medication and
instructions safe so that:
•
•

Medication is organised, ready and available to use at the right time;
Medication is inaccessible to children and young people – for example in an
appropriate lockable bag, this should always be kept by the Designated Medication
Person.

7. ADMINISTERING THE MEDICATION – THE
FIVE R’S
Staff administering medication MUST check ‘The Five Rs’ (plus E) every time for every
medicine using OPS014D Challengers Parental Agreement for Challengers to Administer
Medication and Administration Record:
•
•
•
•
•
•

RIGHT MEDICATION – name of medication;
RIGHT PERSON – person’s name and correctly identified;
RIGHT DOSE – the dose and quantity match;
RIGHT TIME – when to give it;
RIGHT ROUTE – how to give;
EXPIRY – check medication is within expiry date.

8. THE WITNESS AND CHECKER
The Designated Medication Person must choose a suitable and trained witness and checker.
The witness/checker’s responsibility is to check that every aspect of the medication policy is
followed
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The witness/checker must be involved in the whole process and be confident to challenge
the process if required.
The witness and checker must have completed ‘Medication Administration Witness Training’.
The witness and checker must confirm and check the Five Rs and witness the administration
of the medication and sign to confirm that they have done so.

9. TROUBLESHOOTING
Refusal or not given (spilled/lost/not needed)
Medication refused or not given (spilled/lost) must be recorded on OPS014D Challengers
Parental Agreement for Challengers to Administer Medication and Administration Record if
child/young person refuses medication. If this happens call parent/cares immediately and/or
on call for advice.
Do not force the child/young person to take the medication.

Medication errors
All errors (such as over medication, incorrect medication being given, missed dose) must be
reported to the parent/carers followed by the operations manager or on call and an Incident
Form should be completed.
The Operations Manager or on call will report to the Challengers Nurse and consider
whether to apply safeguarding policy and/or an investigation.

10. CHANGING THE FORM OF AND
DISGUISING THE MEDICATION
We know it is helpful sometimes to crush medication or disguise medication in food or drink
in order to encourage children to take them. This, however, can alter how the drug works. So
when we are asked to alter the form of the drug (eg crush a tablet or empty a capsule)
Challengers must have a doctor’s letter (no older than 2 year) to describe this.
We also need doctor’s permissions if we are to mix more than one drug together, to ensure
they are compatible.

11. CHALLENGERS MEDICATION SAFE
Medicines kept at Challengers which are not given on a daily basis but which are kept in
case of emergency such as Buccal Midazolam or adrenalin injectors ( Epipen, Jext) must be
labelled in the same way as any other medication but must additionally be entered onto a
OPS014I Challengers Medication Safe Register which records any and all contents of the
Medicine Safe which will be stored for more than one day.
Medication must not be held on scheme in the absence of a medication safe
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Use OPS014I Challengers Medication Safe Register to record the date received, child/young
person’s name, medication name, quantity, expiry date, date removed and signed by the
person removing the medicine.
A Designated Medication Person will check and sign the Medicine Safe Register for
accuracy weekly.
Once medicine has passed its expiry date it must be returned to the parent. If this is not
possible it must be disposed of at a pharmacy by a senior member of staff. The parent/carer
must be informed, and a replacement requested if necessary.
The person entering the details of the medicine on the Medicine Safe Register should also
check that we have the necessary written consent and care plan from the parent/carer. Effort
should be made to keep the medicines kept in the site to a minimum.
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